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Films: Bringing Frederick Jackson Turner’s
Frontier to the Forefront of American Culture
Virginia Girard
In 1893, historian Frederick Jackson Turner presented an essay to the
American Historical Association at the Chicago World’s Fair. The Significance of the Frontier in American History, which quickly gained
popularity, made the claim that the United States owed its characteristically American qualities—independence and physical ingenuity—to
the existence of an untamed, unexplored frontier.1 Turner asserted that
the frontier provided an atmosphere of adventure, giving Americans a
less artistic yet just as progressive attitude as the rest of the world. In
painting such an independent and strong image of the typical American, Turner established a mythical version of the West that had a lasting impact on popular culture.
The career of Hollywood film director John Ford spanned over 50
years, and in that time he brought the Western genre of film into the
American spotlight. Ford captured the idealized West of Turner in
his scenes of the frontier by several means, but primarily through his
depictions of violence. Violence, expressed both in nature as well as
through Ford’s characters, epitomized the rugged qualities of Turner’s
frontier. But what was Ford’s purpose in incorporating violence so
heavily into his Westerns?
On the one hand, Ford’s violence could be seen as an attempt to give
men an escape from developing feminist movements. Ford’s films
gained renown around the 1920s, the same period in which women
were leaving their separate sphere to promote growing movements
such as Temperance. Jane Tompkins asserts that when women started
becoming more prominent in politics, men looking to return to a time
of male dominance could find such an environment in Westerns.2 The
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violent, masculine culture embraced many of the problems women
were working to eradicate. In addition, men could reaffirm their masculinity by watching scenes of brutality and lawlessness.
However, it is more likely that Ford’s violence was in fact a response to
Turner’s Frontier Thesis and a reflection of the myth he had established.
Ford used violent natural imagery, putting the characters through rigorous tests of endurance, in order to indicate the heroic character of
Americans. In addition, historian Jeffrey Wallmann asserts that physical violence between characters routinely depicts victories of good over
evil. Ford uses physical brutality to paint the West in a just and fair
light, similar to the optimistic description of Americans by Turner.3
His intent in adhering to Turner’s portrayal of the frontier reveals his
desire to remind Americans of the importance of the individual rather
than the group.
Violence Reestablishes Gender Roles
It is possible that the social controversies of Ford’s time, namely women’s reform movements, can be seen throughout Ford’s films more
clearly than the thesis published by Frederick Turner in 1893. The correlation between women-driven reform movements of the 1920s and
the heightened presence of violence in Westerns compared to previous genres suggests that directors such as Ford intentionally promoted
male dominance through their brutal portrayals. In West of Everything,
Jane Tompkins analyzes violence as a backlash response against feminism and a subtle way of asserting the role of men in Western life.4
Tompkins attacks the masculine character of films, arguing
that the Western owes its popularity and essential character to the dominance of a women’s culture in the nineteenth century and to women’s invasion of the public sphere… I think it is no accident that men gravitated
toward a womanless milieu, a set of rituals featuring physical combat and
endurance, and a social setting that branded most features of civilized
existence as feminine and corrupt, banishing them in favor of the three
main targets of women’s reform: whiskey, gambling, and prostitution.5
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Tompkins interprets the heavy emphasis on criminal activity in westerns as an attempt to force self-empowered women back into their
sphere, suggesting that physical brutality was inspired by current political and social shifts rather than the long-established myth of the West.
Tompkins refers directly to social-improvement movements such as
Temperance, outlawing prostitution, and the general “cleaning up” of
uncivilized lifestyles such as pure food laws to illustrate her claim.6 In
weakening women’s movements while glorifying the impurities they
were working to eradicate, Ford confirmed to men that these reforms
were a threat to their masculinity. Tompkins sees this process at work
in Ford’s The Searchers (1956), in which Ethan Edwards (John Wayne)
heads a search party for his niece, who has been taken by Indians.7 According to Tompkins, “in this story, as in many Westerns, women are
the motive for male activity…at the same time as what women stand
for—love and forgiveness in a place of vengeance—is precisely what
that activity denies.”8 Tompkins argues that when women are objectified as a motivation for furthering a male-oriented plot, they lose their
importance in the Western atmosphere, and their emotions become
irrelevant. She sees this attack as a direct attempt to degrade the values
women promoted through movements such Temperance, ending prostitution, and wiping out political machines.
Tompkins asserts that Ford fostered an obligatory reaction in men to
support an uncivilized lifestyle in order to avoid being cast as effeminate, or “losing their mastery, and hence their identity.”9 The effect,
then, was an increased focus on brutality with the concealed purpose
of intimidating those women who were working to break out of traditional gender roles. This notion of a pursuit of manliness is supported
by Lee Clark Mitchell, who claims that “Westerns repeatedly insist that
continuous effort is required to remain a man…The question is why
that achievement must be negotiated through scenes depicting the
body’s destruction.”10 Mitchell implies that men hoping to maintain a
masculine image of the West were forced to include violence in their
films, lest women should attempt to dominate frontier culture.
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Violent By Nature
Despite the claims made by Tompkins about Ford’s intent in emphasizing violence in his films, Ford had other reasons for using violence that
were not about women. His films depict nature as violent, creating an
American West that is untamed, unpredictable, and dangerous. Turner
attributes the formation of the typical American to a natural process:
The wilderness masters the colonist. It finds him a European in dress,
industries, tools, modes of travel, and thought…In short, at the frontier
the environment is at first too strong for the man…Little by little he transforms the wilderness but the outcome is not the old Europe…The fact is,
that here is a new product that is American.11
In this excerpt, Turner examines the root of the less sophisticated
American persona that exists as a result of the frontier. In stating that a
foreigner goes from “European in thought” to a “product that is American,” Turner implies that such a transformation could only be facilitated by experiencing the brutality of the wilderness.12 Furthermore, he
distinguishes the new way of thought as “Indian” throughout his argument, implying a less civilized logic. He defines the frontier as a battle
between man and wilderness, and suggests that although Americans
won out over nature, they were markedly changed. If this is true, then
routinely encountering, and eventually embracing, natural violence
such as harsh weather and geographical obstacles becomes a challenge
only Americans face. Turner contrasts American hardships with that of
the safe European lifestyle. This definition of the frontier becomes the
basis for the natural violence in Ford’s films.
Natural violence is a plot-furthering obstacle in a number of Ford’s
westerns. In Three Godfathers (1948), three cattle rustlers promise to
bring a newborn child safely across the desert to the fictitious New
Jerusalem. In their journey, the men encounter harsh elements such as
sandstorms and heat, and suffer from exhaustion and deprivation.13 In
reviewing the film, Bosley Crowther of the New York Times remarked,
“The violence and torment of the sandstorms which buffet and erode
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his three thirst-wracked fugitives in the desert veritably sting the spectator watching them.”14 In essence, the scenes that best conveyed the
“gritty atmosphere” were not ones of dialogue, but the brutality of nature itself.15 It appears that audiences interpreted natural violence as a
fundamental element of the West, suggesting the success of Ford’s use
of brutal scenery.
Ford’s adaptation of John Steinbeck’s Grapes of Wrath (1940) reveals
his attention to natural violence, but also the effects that his characters’
responses to nature had on his audience. The film revolves around the
catastrophic impact of the Dust Bowl on the Joad family, as well as its
arduous journey West on Route 66. As Frank Nugent’s New York Times
review observes, Ford’s film “followed the book; has followed it closely,
but not with blind, undiscriminating literalness…The book’s ending
has been dropped; the sequence of events and of speeches has been
subtly altered.”16 Nugent refers to the ending in Steinbeck’s novel, in
which the Joad family suffers a downfall and breaks up, in contrast to
Ford’s dénouement in which the family ends up in a “good” camp with
government help.17 The stark contrast between the chosen endings, in
a film in which nature has taken an unpredictable turn for the worse,
illuminates Ford’s determination to keep the West’s image desirably attractive. In modifying the ending to one of hope, success, and faith in
the Western lifestyle, it becomes apparent that Ford wanted to ensure
audiences remained optimistic about the mythical West, just as Turner’s thesis claimed that Americans, in time, mastered the wilderness for
their own benefit.
Mastering Violent Elements
Just as the natural occurrences Ford depicts reflect his attempts to extend Turner’s thesis to his films, his characters’ responses to the challenges presented by the untamed Western climate reveal other qualities
consistent with Turner’s thesis. In describing the European’s transformation into an American, Turner asserts, “Before long, he has gone to
planting Indian corn and plowing with a sharp stick, he shouts the war
cry and takes the scalp in orthodox Indian fashion.”18 Turner’s Ameri-
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can adopts the primitive tools and savage battle tactics of an Indian. He
also acknowledges the resilience nature instills in Americans, who live
off the land and fight back when provoked. In a BBC interview taped
in 1968, Ford was asked about his heavy use of courage and bravery in
a majority of his films. Ford remarked that he found the quietest man
to often have more “guts” than the “biggest blowhard” in a group.19 It
becomes clear that Ford’s American was a man of few words who defended himself if challenged but did not actively look for trouble. His
dismissive reference to “blowhards” shows his disdain for talk at the
expense of action. Ford’s preference for personal ingenuity and common sense over more “European” debate and discussion conforms to
Turner’s vision of the American.
His desire to bring back this individual confidence and trust to Americans reflects his view of the Red Scare. During the trial of Joseph
Mankiewicz, the accused communist sympathizer and president of the
Directors Guild of America, Ford reportedly attacked his accuser, Cecil DeMille, saying, “I don’t like you, C.B. I don’t like what you stand
for and I don’t like what you’ve been saying here tonight.”20 Ford’s outrage over the pointing of fingers by anti-communists is evident in his
attempts to recreate national unity by promoting the ideal American
values of Turner. Similar to Turner, Ford’s directing indicates an admiration for the American ability to confidently tackle a problem rather
than shy away.
Ford’s characters perfectly embody Turner’s vision of the American.
Towards the end of Grapes of Wrath, Ma Joad remarks, “We keep acomin’. We’re the people that live. Can’t nobody wipe us out. Can’t nobody lick us…We’re the people.”21 After living in poverty as a result of
nature’s destructiveness for years, Ma has the confidence and determination to keep persevering. Similarly, in Three Godfathers, the trio
braves the harsh desert, but loses two along the way. The main character, Robert Hightower, manages to reach New Jerusalem, delivering the
baby to safety as he promised.22 The willpower of Ford’s characters and
their response to the challenges presented by a harsh nature suggest
Ford’s desire to convey the resilience and determination Turner found
unique to Americans.
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Romanticized Brutality
Physical brutality played a major role in furthering the plots of Ford’s
films, in many cases depicting clear moral victories of good over evil.
Turner establishes the American personality as reliant on vigor rather
than creativity, as well as
Coarseness and strength combined with acuteness and inquisitiveness;
that practical, inventive turn of mind, quick to find expedients; that masterful grasp of material things, lacking in the artistic but powerful to effect great ends;…working for good and for evil.23
Turner asserts that a pragmatic approach to problems, common sensebased rather than artistic, is traditionally American because frontier
encounters shaped the American thought process. Turner also asserts,
“The frontiersman…knew how to preserve order, even in the absence
of legal authority.” In claiming that the American way of solving problems is “the most immediate, rough and ready, effective way,”24 Turner
implies that violence is a primary tool in settling disputes. Violence,
then, becomes a markedly Turner-like American quality, and Ford’s
films reflect this extension. In My Darling Clementine (1946), the depiction of a gunfight at the O.K. Corral revolves around the conflict
between justice and anarchy. The main characters (the Earp brothers)
are driving cattle when they come across the lawless town Tombstone
and lose their youngest brother in a violent encounter. The plot is driven by Wyatt Earp’s plan to seek vengeance for his brother’s murder,
a quest for justice culminating in a dramatic gunfight at O.K. Corral.
Wyatt avenges his brother’s death by killing the man who shot him.25
For Ford, justice consisted of meeting violence with violence. In the
same way, Turner believed the use of brutality to restore legal authority
was a uniquely American trait.
Tompkins’s interpretation of the use of violence in Ford’s films has been
criticized as overly cynical. Jeffrey Wallmann, for example, sees violence as symbolic of victories of good over evil, and more optimistically
as “opportunities for worthy adversaries.”26 He argues that Ford used
violence to show how Americans achieved justice on a lawless fron-
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tier rather than to undermine women’s social movements. Wallmann
observes that “such action does not mean that Westerns are inherently
violent, contrary to the accusations by media critics…and revisionist
historians such as Jane Tompkins…For a character to be tested requires a balance between vulnerability and endurance, and endurance
requires toughness.”27 Wallmann, contrary to Tompkins, sees violence
not as intended to channel an escape for men, but rather as a visually
effective means of proving a character’s heroic, and inherently American, ability to overcome challenges. Phil Koury of the New York Times
promotes the same idea in his article “Rationed Violence: Wholesale
Killing of Red Men and Badmen In Westerns Hit by Mounting Costs”
(1949), in which he discusses the future of violence in American film.
He writes that “westerns can become a major disaster in a civilization
that solves its problems with logarithms. It may lead to a highly technological Western whose riders are motionless, rifleless and dustless, and
in which death comes from radar-controlled missiles.”28 In his warning
about the lack of realistic qualities of violence in current films, Koury
makes it clear that violence is a key part of the Western, because it
justifies, even glorifies, the American way of approaching problems.
Ford’s use of violence to paint his characters in a noble and just light,
while giving them the qualities Turner describes as purely American,
suggests that his motive for using violence was to instill faith in the
American persona, rather than degrade it. As Scott Eyeman’s Sunday
Plain Dealer article “Blood on the Silver Screen” (1977) says, the “West
of John Ford” is one “where the men matched the glory of the mountains,” and his work “can be seen as an attempt to provide a legitimate
framework for the instinct of violence.”29
Evoking a Bygone Era
Modern film theorists interpret Westerns through a psychological
perspective. Americans have a persistent fascination with their own
past. Westerns were set in periods their directors neither lived through
nor shared any commonalities with, other than the connection of an
American heritage. This desire to look back with nostalgia at our past,
to ensure our memories are ones of success rather than struggle, has
had the profound ability to create entire genres based on a myth. It is
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understandable that in a state of constant change, Americans would
escape to eras remembered as simpler, easier, and truer to the American spirit. In evoking Turner’s classic American persona, Westerns also
manage to evoke another typically common American emotion: nostalgia for a simpler time. Westerns, as a genre, were somewhat wistful
reminiscences of a bygone era, and perhaps a mythical one; a movement by Americans to return to a more familiar time, even if that time
never quite existed.
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